The current game theory model method cannot accurately optimize the load control of smart grid, resulting in the problem of high load energy consumption when the smart grid is running. To address this problem, a load optimal control algorithm for smart grid based on demand response in di erent scenarios is proposed in this paper. The demand response of smart grid under di erent scenarios is described. On this basis, the load rate and actual load of smart grid are calculated by using the rated load of electrical appliances. The load classi cation of smart grid and the main factors a ecting the load of smart grid are analyzed to complete the load distribution of smart grid. According to the evaluation function of smart grid, the number of load clusters is adjusted to calculate the load change rate. The trend of load curve of smart grid is analyzed to realize optimal load control of smart grid under di erent scenarios. The experimental results show that the proposed method has better control performance and higher accuracy through load control of smart grid.
plays an important role in the task of transmitting electric energy [1] . The continuous advancement of the process of electricity market and the continuous improvement of the power reliability and quality requirements of the users require that the smart grid must be able to provide safer, reliable, clean, and high quality power supply. In order to solve the bottleneck problem of smart grid development, scholars at home and abroad have made active exploration and carried out research on smart grid [2] . Through a digital information network system, energy resources are connected to various electrical and other energy utilities of energy end users. Through intelligent control, accurate energy supply, corresponding energy supply, mutual aid energy supply and complementary energy supply are realized, and energy utilization e ciency and energy supply security are raised to a new level, which makes user cost and investment bene t attain a reasonable state. Because the research and development of the smart grid is still in its infancy, and the national conditions and the distribution of resources are di erent, the direction and emphasis of the development of smart grid are not the same. In fact, there is no uniform and de nitive de nition [3] . From the perspective of technology development and application, experts and scholars from di erent countries and regions generally agree with the following viewpoint. The load optimization control of smart grid is to optimize and control the load generated by the smart grid when it is running. The advanced sensing and measurement technology, information and communication technology, analysis and decision-making technology, automatic control technology, and energy and power technology are combined. A new modern power grid is formed, which is highly integrated with smart grid infrastructure. Smart grid will be a new type of power grid combined with power network and information network. Load will inevitably occur when the power grid is running, so the research on load optimization control of smart grid under di erent scenarios will become an important research direction.
In the literature [4] , a cluster based evolutionary algorithm for optimal load control of smart grid under different scenarios is proposed. Using cluster analysis, cer-tain structural connection between individuals of evolving smart grid is constructed. The virtual cluster based organization is used to coordinate and control the calculation process of smart grid load optimization. The solution of the higher load of the smart grid when running is calculated, and the best solution is obtained. However, the algorithm has the problem of high energy consumption control, which cannot operate safely and steadily, shorten the service life of the unit, and cannot e ectively control the load of the smart grid. In the literature [5] , a load optimal control algorithm for smart grid under di erent scenarios is proposed based on chaotic particle swarm optimization. The smart grid's valve point e ect and load constraint conditions are analyzed. A penalty function mathematical model for load distribution optimization of smart grid is built. Chaotic particle swarm optimization algorithm is introduced to calculate the voltage and current of smart grid. The in uence of voltage and current on the load of smart grid is analyzed, and the load optimization control of smart grid is realized. However, the algorithm has high energy consumption control and poor control performance. In the literature [6] , a load optimal control algorithm for smart grid under di erent scenarios is proposed based on improved neural network algorithm. A mathematical model for the operation of smart grid is built. Using the principle of reducing dimension, the matrix and original matrix information of smart grid after dimension reduction are calculated, and the load generated by smart grid operation is obtained. Combined with the mathematical model and matrix information of smart grid, the load optimization control is completed. However, this method has the disadvantages of low load control performance, poor control e ciency and low precision of smart grid. In the literature [7] , a load optimal control algorithm based on improved immune clonal selection algorithm for smart grid under di erent scenarios is proposed. A multiobjective optimization control model for smart grid load is built. The load is applied to the demand response process of time-of-use price, and the optimal control of smart grid load is realized. However, this method has a low precision.
In demand response, pricing strategy, as part of demand response, has its irreplaceable importance. Demand response in many cases is by means of price. The adjustment of electricity prices or incentives to achieve regulation and control has attracted considerable attention. In the demand response of smart grid, the interaction between power supply and power consumption is not obvious, which leads to the di culty of the demand response mechanism in the smart grid. Smart grid integrates advanced information, control and communication technologies to provide strong technical support for the successful implementation of demand response mechanism. In this paper, a load optimal control algorithm for smart grid based on demand response in di erent scenarios is proposed. The framework of the research is given as follows.
The demand response of smart grid in di erent scenarios is described, and the price demand response and incentive demand response of smart grid are analyzed. The actual load of smart grid is calculated and the load of smart grid is classi ed. The main factors that a ect the power load of the smart grid are analyzed, and the lighting load of the smart grid is calculated to complete the distribution of smart grid load in di erent scenes.
By adjusting the evaluation function to adjust the clustering number of smart grid data, the optimal clustering number can be obtained. The changing trend of the load curve of the smart grid is analyzed. The demand response of smart grid is introduced to realize optimal load control of smart grid under di erent scenarios.
By analyzing the operation data of smart grid, the efciency of data in smart grid is compared. The comparison of the load generated by smart grid operation is carried out. The e ectiveness of the proposed method is proved.
The conclusions of the research.
Methods
. Demand response of smart grid in di erent scenarios
Demand response refers to the end-users' initiative to change their normal electricity consumption behavior according to market information (price signal or incentive mechanism provided by operators), which promotes market stability and power reliability. The demand response of smart grid in di erent scenarios can be divided into two categories: price demand response and incentive demand response, as shown in Figure 1 . Price demand response refers to the retail market price at which the end-user directly faces the wholesale market or is linked to the wholesale market price and change the way of consumption or behavior of electricity consumption by responding to price signals. Finally, it is to reduce the cost of their own electricity consumption, improve the e cient use of smart grid resources, postpone the new amount of investment, and ensure the stability and security of the smart grid. In the response to the price demand, users automatically adjust their electricity consumption according to the time changing tari , such as time sharing price, real time electricity price and peak price [8] . Users who use this tari can reduce the electricity fee by adjusting the power consumption time (at lower electricity prices and lower electricity consumption at higher prices). Time-of-use (TOU) price: Electricity price uctuates within 24 hours of a day, but it is xed within a specied period of time. TOU price re ects the average cost of generation and transmission in the corresponding period. TOU price can be changed according to the di erent seasons of the day (such as peak and non-peak period), according to di erent seasons, and it is decided by several months or even years in advance. TOU price is widely used by large commercial and industrial users and require meters to store accumulated electricity consumption over different periods of time [9] .
Spot price: This is an idealized instantaneous dynamic pricing policy. In practice, electricity prices usually change at an hourly basis. Spot price re ects changes in power generation costs and wholesale prices of power plants. Spot price is usually provided to the user one day or one hour in advance, so that the user can plan the electricity consumption ahead of schedule. However, the use of spot price increases the cost of installing communication equipment and control equipment.
Peak price: In the power system, the severe peak load caused by the weather and the state of the system rarely occurs, and it will cause a great threat to the entire grid system once it occurs. Peak price is another dynamic pricing mechanism which is eliminated by combining spot price and TOU price. It is derived from the peak load rate on the TOU price, which can re ect the short term market power supply cost.
Incentive demand response is further divided into classical solution and market-based solution. The classic incentive demand response includes direct load control and interruptible or reduced load. In the classic incentive demand response, the participating users receive the participation fee, which can usually be used as the account amount or discount rate of the programs they participate in [10] . In a market-based scenario, participants are rewarded with money based on their performance, depending on the amount of load reduction under critical circumstances. Load is divided into direct load control and interruptible load.
Direct load control: It refers to the remote shutdown or cycle operation of the user's electrical equipment in a short time, such as air conditioner or hot water. Direct load control scheme is mainly used to ensure the reliability of smart grid operation when the power price uctuates greatly. Usually, direct load control is mainly for residential users or small business users.
Interruptible (or reduced) load: It is to integrate the option of reducing service into the retail price, and the power operator can o er a price discount to the user or reduce the electricity price directly to the user. Users must agree to reduce power consumption when there is an emergency in the power system. Unlike direct load control, interruptible loads are typically designed for the largest industrial and commercial customers [11] . Customers may face penalties if they violate the terms of the agreement and fail to cut their electricity load.
. Load distribution in smart grid
In the smart grid with di erent scenarios, the electricity demand of residential users a ects the formulation of the electric power production plan. The demand of residential users depends on three factors: the number of appliances, the power of appliances, and the use of appliances. The use of electrical appliances is determined by user behavior. The factors a ecting the use of electrical appliances are the most complex and unpredictable [12] . In the study of the conversion model between the user's electricity consumption behavior and the power demand, the power demand level varies between di erent users and di erent times due to the user's electrical behavior and time.
Assume in di erent scenarios, the resident user is a family composed of s members. The set of activities of members can be represented as
Where x j (t) ∈ X is the activity of the jth person at the t time, X is the activity set. The activities of each member of a resident user in di erent scenarios have temporal attributes, which can be deterministic or random and uncertain. For this uncertainty, Marko chain can be used to describe it. For the activity of the jth individual, the transition probability can be represented by the function
) is the probability of the individual transiting from t time activity x j (t) to t + time activity x j (t + ), which satis es
All kinds of activities required by residents need to use one or more electrical equipment [13] . Di erent activities use di erent ways of electrical appliances. σ denotes load rate of di erent electrical appliances for di erent activities [14] . Assume σ : X × E → [ , ] is the electrical load mapping in smart grid, σ(x, e) is the load rate of the appliance e under the activity x, σ(x, e)pe is the actual load of the appliance e under the activity x, pe is the rated load of electrical appliance. Deterministic user power consumption behavior is {x j (t) : j = , , ..., s}, the load rate δ(t, e) of the appliance e at the t time and the actual load of smart grid user p(t) are given by
Where s j= ⊕ is shared operation, which can take the maximum, minimum, or general summation. If the actual power of the electrical appliances is adjustable and the maximum value is taken in the case of multi-person couse, the minimum value is taken in the special case. In different scenarios, the actual power consumption of electrical appliances is xed, and when people are used independently, the sum is usually used. On this basis, the load of smart grid is classi ed. The classi cation of electric load for smart grid is the demand and use of electricity in all parts of our country, and it is one of the important indexes to judge the development of electri cation. It is of great signi cance to study the load optimization of smart grid [16] . Di erent TOU price is set up for di erent users of electricity demand. According to the principle of maximum revenue, resident users use electricity in di erent power consumption periods (i.e., the lower price range). The load types of smart grid can be divided into rural electricity load and urban electricity load according to di erent regions. It can be divided into commercial electricity load, industrial electricity load and other loads.
. . Load classi cation of smart grid
Electric load of smart grid in di erent scenarios can be divided into kitchen electricity, bedroom electricity, bathroom electricity and living room electricity according to regional division. According to user behavior, electricity consumption can be divided into three main categories: going to work, dining, entertainment and leisure, and household electricity consumption. The electrical appliances involved include electric lamp, television, computer, air conditioner, rice cooker, induction cooker, refrigerator and washing machine [17] . With the continuous increase of the income level of residents, the consumption of recreational and residential electricity is increasing. During the peak period, the power transmission of smart grid across the country is facing great challenges. It has become an important problem in load control range of smart grid to enable resident users to use electricity spontaneously and consciously by avoiding peak load and staggering peak load. The living electricity of urban residents has changed from the lighting power to the refrigerator and air conditioning, which has a signi cant impact on the planning and design of the load classi cation and the safe and economical operation of the smart grid.
. . Main factors a ecting the power consumption of smart grid
The power load of the smart grid includes the electric load of the bedroom, the load of the bathroom, the electric load of the kitchen and the electric load of the living room. It is the determinant of the electric load of the residents [18] . One of the most important indicators of user load is popularity rate. Its base value is shown on the power load of the user. The development speed of users' electrical appliances is the electricity consumption of users in the future. The factors that a ect the load of smart grid are mainly composed of the following aspects.
The impact of national economic development and income level
There are problems in our country, such as the balance of economic development department, the unreasonable distribution of residents' income and so on. These problems are more serious between East and West and between urban and rural areas. In China's relatively high level of economic development, this is consistent in measurement and model data. The gap in purchasing power and electricity demand for various household appliances and in the ability to accept electricity charges varies among regions or households with di erent economic incomes. The higher the economic income, the higher the living standard of residents, the higher the degree of electri cation, and the higher the peak valley di erence of smart grid.
The influence of climate conditions in the region
Under di erent scenarios, the di erent climate conditions cause di erent load characteristics of smart grid among di erent regions, such the di erence of load characteristics in the south and the north. The peak load of summer in the south is larger than that in the north, and the heating load in winter is greater than that in the north. Therefore, the power consumption of air-conditioning in summer in the south is signi cantly higher than that in summer in the north. With the continuous improvement of the living standard of the residents, the large power electrical appliances which are convenient for the user to live and production are constantly entering the family, which will increase the power load of the smart grid continuously.
The influence of the user's living standard and the idea of consumption
With the increase of user income level and the improvement of living conditions, users' consumption concept has gradually changed. The popularity of household appliances in urban and rural areas, especially urban users, will increase rapidly. Electrical appliances with high power and high power consumption will directly lead to a large increase in household electricity consumption and increase the peak valley di erence. Through the above analysis, the load of smart grid will gradually increase, so it is necessary to distribute, optimize and control the load generated by smart grid. By analyzing the load classi cation of smart grid and the in uencing factors of power load of smart grid, the lighting load is calculated as an example, which is given by
Where L(t) is the light intensity at the t time, L lim is the set light intensity. According to the above analysis and calculation, the load distribution of smart grid is completed, which is expressed as
.
Load optimization control of smart grid based on demand response
Determine the number of clustering k. By adjusting the evaluation function of smart grid to adjust the number of clusters in the smart grid, the optimal clustering number can be obtained. The de nition of evaluation function is given by
Where
where N is the total number of smart grid data, n is the number of samples for each load curve in smart grid, x ′ j ′ is the j ′ th daily load curve in each class of smart grid data, z is the center of each type of data in the smart grid, i = , , , ..., k − , j
For the changing characteristics of load curve of smart grid, the change rule is introduced. Taking the variation law as an evaluation index, the load optimization control process is re ned to improve the accuracy of the load characteristic curve of smart grid. The historical data of smart grid load are classied and calculated, and the load change rate is obtained, which is given by
Data clustering steps in smart grid based on demand response:
First:select kmax. Second:For k = to kmax. Third:starting from the last data of the smart grid data set, k smart grid data centers are selected with 2 step size.
Fourth:thedata in smart grid is classi ed to the nearest class.
Fifth:update the cluster center of smart grid. Sixth:repeat the Fourth and Fourth. Analyze whether the value of smart grid cluster center changes, and go to the next step.
Seventh:calculate Weight(k).
Eighth:compare Weight(k) and Weight(k− ), save the minimum value k of the evaluation function and continue to iteration.
Ninth: output the best number of clusters of smart grid data and data for each class.
The ow chart of the smart grid data clustering is shown in Figure 2 . For the ith point of smart grid data, the variation range of load curve in smart grid load is calculated on the basis of calculating the load change rate of the normal load data point in the smart grid. The load data of each smart grid varies within a certain range. In smart grid with di erent scenarios, the range of load variation is di erent. Therefore, by increasing or weakening this criterion, we can reduce or magnify the analysis of suspicious data points in smart grid. Since the de nition is not necessarily entirely accurate, there will be some errors in judging the suspicious data of smart grid. This error includes misjudgment or omission of smart grid data [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The n daily load curves of the smart grid to be restored are clustered to obtain the k daily load characteristic curves. The normal load point near the data point of the smart grid Xr = (x ′ r , x ′ r , ..., x ′ rm ) is matched with the data points of the response of each load characteristic curve after clustering, and load characteristic curve with the shortest distance scale of the data is found. The abnormal data points in the smart grid are matched and eliminated, and the matching of normal data is carried out. Finally, the load characteristic curve of the smart grid data segment to be restored is found. The speci c steps are as follows.
The k load characteristic curves are obtained by clustering the load data of smart grid.
Remove the positive and negative load points of the smart grid to be restored from the daily load point curve.
Calculate the distance scale from m points around the load point to be restored to the smart grid load characteristic curve response point.
The nearest load characteristic curve selected from the point scale is used as the reference curve of the corrected data.
According to the characteristics of the load curve of the smart grid, the translation method is used to repair the load curve. The corresponding part of the load characteristic curve X t is translated to the load curve Xc of the smart grid to be detected. It can better re ects the trend of load curve of smart grid, which is expressed as
Where X d is the corrected load curve, γ is the control coe cient, i = p, p + , ..., q. By modifying the load characteristic curve and analyzing the changing trend of the load curve of the smart grid, the input voltage threshold β is input during the operation of the smart grid, and the load optimization control of the smart grid under the di erent scenarios based on demand response is realized, which is expressed as
Results
The experiment uses CPU with memory of 2G, the running system is Windows XP, and the running software is MAT-LAB. In order to verify the e ectiveness of the proposed method, the load optimization control algorithm of smart grid under di erent scenarios based on demand response is used for experiment. Taking the 4 × 300NW unit of a coal power plant as an example, the experimental data of coal consumption rate and power consumption of each unit are shown in Table 1 . Under di erent load conditions, there is not much difference between the coal consumption rate per unit and the power consumption of coal consumption per unit. Combined with Table 1 , the coal consumption of coal power plant is tested by load control of smart grid. Experimental comparison is shown in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , it can be seen that, for the proposed method, with the change of iteration times, the power consumption of coal and power plants can be controlled Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , it can be seen that, among the three methods, when the smart grid is in operation, it is easy to generate a large number of loads, so it is necessary to optimize the control of the loads generated by the smart grid. The load control coe cient obtained with the proposed method is between 0.6~1. The load control coe cient obtained with the literature [5] method is between 0.4~0.8. The load control coe cient obtained with the literature [6] method is between 0.2~0.6. The load control coe cient of the proposed method is close to 1, which indicates that the proposed method has better control performance and can better control the load produced during the operation of the smart grid. On the basis of the above two experiments, 10 groups of smart grid operation data are designed, which are 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 respectively. The e ciency of smart grid under di erent scenarios is tested. The results are shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , it can be seen that, in the proposed method, when the running data of smart grid is 100, the corresponding operating e ciency is 99%. When the running data of smart grid is 200 and 300, the operat- ing e ciency is 98%. When the data is running between 400~600, the corresponding operating e ciency is 96%. When the running data are 700, 800, 900 and 1000, the corresponding data operating e ciency is 95%. With the increase of data in smart grid, the operating e ciency is slowly reduced, and the overall operating e ciency is between 95%~99%. In the literature [4] method, the operating e ciency of the 10 sets of smart grid corresponds to 72%~80%. In the literature [6] method, the operating e ciency of the 10 sets of smart grid corresponds to 60%~69%. The comparison results show that the proposed method can e ectively control the load of smart grid.
Discussions
Through the analysis of the optimal control results of the smart grid load in di erent scenes, the impact of the threshold of the smart grid voltage β on the precision of the smart grid load control is discussed. When the voltage threshold of smart grid is between 1~2, the precision of smart grid load control is the highest. The unit of voltage threshold is δ. The discussion results are shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , it can be seen that, the voltage threshold of the proposed method is controlled between 0.8~2.1. The voltage threshold of the literature [6] method is controlled below 1.5. In the literature [7] method, the voltage threshold of smart grid is controlled in a wide range, between 0~2.5. From the comparison results, it can be seen that the voltage threshold of the proposed method is close to the 1~2, which proves that the proposed method has high precision in the smart grid load control, and can accurately control the load in the smart grid.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on demand response method, load optimization control of smart grid under di erent scenarios is studied in depth. Taking the experimental data of coal consumption rate and coal consumption in coal-red power plant as an example, the control of coal consumption is analyzed, and good results are obtained.
The study is divided into three stages to analyze the load optimization control of smart grid under di erent scenarios.
Using the load sampling point in the smart grid, the control coe cient of the smart grid load under di erent scenes is tested. The results show that the proposed method has better control performance.
The e ciency of smart grid data in di erent scenarios is analyzed to achieve e cient control of smart grid load.
The impact of the threshold of the smart grid voltage on the precision of the smart grid load control is discussed. The results show that the proposed method has high control precision. 
